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endurance 
perseverance

persistence 
The start and end of  anything passes by 
with little effort. That intial excitement 
gets you through the first leg of  it, and 
the light at the end of  tunnel gets you 
past the finish line. But what about the 
middle? When you’ve put in some work 
but the success has yet to emerge? 

This curious, often glossed-over period 
of  time is what we wanted to explore 
in this spring issue. In these next pages, 
you’ll find stories on transitions, changing 
perspectives on productivity, and insights 
from two artists on how they stick with 
their goals. 

Welcome to Issue 5: Endurance. 

- Iris 
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CURRENT INSPIRATION

American, specifically Washingtonian, painter, 
artist, and photographer. Chuck Close is known 
for his stunning portraits and use of  unique col-
ors and shapes to create realistic images. From 
paint to photography, his wide range of  canvases 
(including Polaroids and daguerreotypes) tell an 
individulaized story. 

Detail, patience, perspective. 

Photo taken at the Henry Art Gallery.
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Saying Hello to   Goodbyes

Written by 
Amanda Brown
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Saying Hello to   Goodbyes 

We’ve all been there. That moment 
when we can almost see a chapter 
of  our life closing. Someone says no, 
someone says yes, and bam! The table 
of  contents of  our lives has sprouted 
another number. 

Sometimes we’re so happy, we almost 
do a jig on the kitchen table. But other 
times, we just don’t want to let that page 
fall closed. We keep trying to prop it 
open, first with our whole body, then 
one leg, then one arm, and soon one 
finger. But, no matter what gadget we 
use and no matter how hard we push, 
we have to learn to let go.

Change is hard. As humans, it’s wired 
in us to adore that which is comfortable 
and familiar. We want to stay in the 
same house, hang out with the same 
people, watch the same shows, visit the 
same places. Yes, perhaps you have 
more of  an adventurous side than most, 
but you must admit that there is one 
area of  your life that you wish would 
stay eternally unchanged.

And yet, here you are. You have to move 
out of  the house you grew up in. The 

house where you learned to ride your 
bike. The house where you had a crush 
on that little boy and cried yourself  to 
sleep in your ruffled pillow. The house 
where you pushed the blinds open just 
before you went to bed and whispered 
goodnight to the stars.

Your parents may require you to attend 
a new school, full of  judgmental, cliqu-
ish people that don’t care a twit about 
you, your life, or your problems. 

You may have lost a loved one, someone 
who had that special knack of  knowing 
just what kind of  tea you liked, just what 
words to say to you. That one person 
that you felt truly understood you for 
who you were.

Saying goodbye is hard. Why is it that 
train stations and airports have more 
tearful goodbyes than hospitals? Why 
do dating couples sit on the phone and 
listen to each other breathe, neither 
one wishing to be the one to end the 
conversation? 

I was in a good place spring of  2016. I 
settled into a comfortable schedule, jam-
packed with school, soccer and piano. 
The schedule was divinely perfect, just 
so that I would see the people I wanted 
to see and never see the people I didn’t 
want to see. I settled into a proverbial 
cushy bean bag chair and didn’t want 
to leave.

But people grew up. Homework buried 
me alive. Demands were made of  me, 
regardless of  whether I was falling or 
not. My schedule needed to change to 
benefit me. I found myself  stressed, at 
the point of  a breakdown. 

Right before a piano competition, I 
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finally exploded. I walked through the 
halls of  my school, sobbing bitterly. 
What little decorum I had left begged 
me to hide. I ducked into a bathroom 
where I attempted to control myself, 
but I couldn’t stop shaking. A woman 
emerged, looking both frightened and 
worried.

I’ll never forget what she said.

“Sometimes we just need to let it all 
out.”

So, what do we do when that chapter of  
our life is closing? What happens when 
the boat is unloading and you have no 
choice but to climb onto the port? What 
happens when the phone rings and 
you’re forced to say goodbye?

First, we have to be okay with admitting 
our feelings. We can be pretty tough 
cookies, we humans. We like to think 
we’re independent and don’t need 
anyone. But everyone needs someone. 
So admit that to yourself. Let yourself  
know that you’re fighting a battle, that 
you don’t want to let go of  your sword. 
Be brave and set your pride down, just 
long enough for your pain to shine 
through the stained glass windows of  
your soul. If  you don’t, you’ll end up 
exploding at a most unfortunate time (. . 
. like I did). 

Second, we have to analyze what’s 
causing the problem. Is it really some-
thing stupid, like a piano competition? 
Probably not. At the deepest part of  
your heart, have you still not gotten over 
that person that left your life forever? 
Or perhaps the busyness of  your life 
has been slowly drowning you, like a 
little frog without an inner tube lost in 

the ocean. If  you don’t get to the root 
of  what is causing your frustration, it’ll 
only continue growing like the evil plant 
it is. Once you’ve found that nasty root, 
pull it out! Don’t let any bit of  it remain 
in your heart, or it’ll come back like a 
zit. 

Third, you have to take action steps. 
Don’t just remove that root of  bitterness 
and frustration! After you’ve disintegrat-
ed it (in a microwave, probably), plant 
something new in your heart. Find a 
new mentor to look up to, or discover 
the friend you have in a parent that you 
never took the time to look for. Explain 
your fears and depression to a friend 
and ask for help. Find a new reason 
to wake up in the morning, such as a 
relaxing hobby. I love writing and doing 
graphic design, so I enjoy starting my 
day by doing one (or both) of  these 
activities to invigorate myself. Sit down 
with your instrument and compose a 
song based on your feelings. Pull out 
your phone and write a poem, tugging 
at each little thought that comes to your 
mind. Poetry has a way of  diagnosing 
fears we didn’t even know we had.

Chapters will come, and chapters will 
go. But if  you keep rereading the same 
pages over and over again, it will grow 
dog-eared and eventually fall out of  
your book. And you’ll never get to the 
good part.

We all have to learn to close a chapter 
with grace. 

To say goodbye with joy.

To say hello with hope. 
`
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Some have described this five-foot-one 
brunette as “fierce and dramatic.” She 

agrees wholeheartedly.

Amanda Brown is a 17-year-old writer 
and the founder of  SKGfun, a blog and 

e-magazine written by girls, for girls. You 
can often find her in front of  a computer 
screen writing cryptic poetry (think Emily 

Dickinson style), sassy conversational 
blog posts, or novels about equally sassy 
teenage girls. Amanda feels most at home 

dancing in the rain, watching murder 
mysteries or shows with lots of  guns, and 

playing soccer with friends.
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Hailey Lamb 

interview with 

An artist, maker, and cat mom currently living in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
Her primary mediums are collage and photography, but she also works with 

quilting and vinyl installation.  As a soon-to-be graduate from Kendall College 
of  Art and Design, her work primarily focuses on social media as a powerful 

and positive tool, contemporary femininity, and personal narrative.
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How did you get into photography, 
collages, and creating?  
 
Photography was and will always be 
my first love, even though I’ve been 
neglecting it lately.  It really wasn’t until 
high school when I picked up a camera 
for the first time, but something about 
the feeling of  when you take a photo 
and instinctively know it’s good really lit 
me up.  I had incredibly art teachers all 
throughout high school who encouraged 
me to keep learning and pushing for-
ward.  Around the same time I started 
collaging after being inspired by Kara 
Haupt’s early work in art journaling and 
scrapbooking.  Since then, things have 
never really stopped coming and I can’t 
imagine a life without creation as a part 
of  my daily routine.
 
When did you know that art was 
something you wanted to do as 
part of  your career?
 
Almost immediately from the time I 
started doing photography in my early 
teens it became clear that art is what 
I was meant to do.  I had previously 
wanted to become a teacher or a writer, 
but neither of  those things felt as right 
to me as art did.  Now that I’m about 
to graduate college, I’m just starting to 
apply to “real” jobs in galleries and mu-

seums and I could not be more excited 
to take this step into doing what I love 
all day every day.
        
What is a lesson that you’ve 
learned that you feel has been 
most prevalent or useful to you?
 
The artist and all-around inspiring 
woman Mei Ratz has the motto “Ner-
vous means do it” and that is something 
that I’ve really taken to heart (and wear 
a pin in her handwriting on my jacket 
every day!).  As someone who suffers 
from anxiety, things like applying for 
shows, pitching project ideas, and trying 
new things artistically can really wind 
me up.  Reminding myself  that my 
nerves or anxiety about something is 
because it’s ultimately worth going for 
has been really helpful, especially during 
such a transitional time in my life as I 
near the end of  my college education.
 
How do you stay inspired? How do 
you get through creative blocks or 
lulls? 
 
I tend to be very inspired by my materi-
als no matter what medium I work with, 
so it’s very rare that I come to a creative 
block that a trip to the thrift store can’t 
fix.  I spend a lot of  time looking at oth-
er artist’s work, whether that’s online, in 
library books, or galleries of  any size.
 
What keeps you working, keeps 
you motivated?
 
Seeing the success of  other artists both 
locally and internationally is a huge 
motivator to me.  If  there is something I 
want but am not sure how to achieve, I 
do my best to find alternative paths to it.  
Always seeking new opportunities, new 
methods of  creation, and new artists 
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to be inspired by keeps me excited and 
moving forward.
 
What’s your process of  setting 
goals and sticking with them?
 
I tend to work quickly, but not before 
carefully considering methods and 
ideas.  Sometimes that means a little bit 
of  a time crunch as deadlines approach, 
but I’m always confident in my ability 
to get things done.  I’m a big believer 
in writing everything down and sharing 
my goals to hold myself  accountable.  
I do my best to only work on things I 
am truly passionate about, so my art is 
always exciting and something I want to 
work on!
 
Where would you like to see you 
and/or your art in the next 5 years? 
 
I graduate with my BFA in May and 
will be moving to Lansing, Michigan 
shortly after.  I’m currently pursuing 
gallery and museum jobs there and 
would love to be surrounded by other 
creative working to make the communi-
ty a better place.  As far as my art, there 
are so many new things I would like to 
experiment with and learn after gradua-
tion! Natural textile dying definitely tops 
that list, but I also want to get back into 
bookmaking and knitting again.  I think 
the most exciting part is not knowing 
exactly how I will grow and change in 
the days ahead!
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mental health 

Regardless of  if  you suffer from a 
mental health issue or syndrome, mental 
health is just as important to look after 
as physical health. However, there’s 
no gyms, no diets and no easy way to 
measure success. It can be hard, as 
mental health can be easily affected by 
anything. There are strategies and tech-
niques that I use, albeit not as often as 
I’d like, to keep my mental health in as 
good a condition as possible. I thought 
I’d share five mental health resolutions 
that I am making for 2017. 

Sleep regularly and consistently
The worst time of  the week for me 
is Sunday night and Monday morning. 
Every weekend my sleep pattern slides 
from 10.30pm-6.30am and into the 
realms of  2am-10am. On Saturdays, 
it doesn’t matter and on Sundays, it 
doesn’t matter. Then, Monday morning 
hits like a ton of  bricks and it just isn’t 

resolutions

5

by elizabeth rebecca 
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a good way to start my week. It leaves 
me drained and doesn’t start my week 
the way I want. Sleep can be hard to get 
right but I find that watching something 
before bed helps. Then I curl up in bed 
with a book and a warm drink (milk 
or hot chocolate). I try not to talk or 
raise my voice, I keep everything in a 
soft tone, which really helps. If  I can’t 
sleep, I get up, stretch and then read a 
chapter of  my book and I’m normally 
ready to go back to bed. My main tip is 
that practice makes perfect – you won’t 
achieve this overnight, but you can 
achieve this with practice and persever-
ance. 

Do something nice, but produc-
tive, for yourself  every day
I work a long day and then have a long 
drive. It can be so easy to sit in bed, 
watch YouTube and just check out. My 
hobbies never get a look in. Yet hobbies 
are what makes you happier, more pro-
ductive and more satisfied. It’s all about 
making time to do what you love to do. I 
love writing, as I find it transports me to 
a different place and also allows me an 
outlet to get my feelings and thoughts 
out. It’s really calming – but you need 
to find what works for you. If  you’re 
finding it hard to get started, use the 
Pomodoro technique. Commit that you 
will exercise/write/draw/whatever for 
25 minutes with no distractions. After 
25 minutes, you can stop, or take a five 
minute break to refocus before continu-
ing. If  you feel your brain starting to 
complain, remind yourself  that it’s only 
25 minutes. 

Exercise
I am not one for exercise at all, but 
doing something a little active can help. 
Again, this can be cleaning (which I find 
also reduces my anxiety and helps me 

focus and sleep better) or yoga, which 
can help calm anxiety and boost circu-
lation. This can help you sleep better as 
well. Start off gentle if  this is a new res-
olution for you too. Even better, I find, 
I can get some fresh air and sunlight as 
well. I find nothing more miserable than 
being wet and cold, but I love a walk, 
even when it’s cold, and getting out and 
seeing nature. It’s seeing what works 
for you. Doing anything active can 
boost serotonin, known as ‘the happy 
hormone’ and it’s definitely something 
worth trying if  you ever feel low. 

A little bit of  gaming
Gaming is something that can help. 
Gaming takes you away to a different 
world and does allow you the chance 
to forget about your problems. This is 
something I use sparingly as I can get 
too sucked in – it just goes to show how 
well it helps me forget my anxiety. The 
best games for me are simple ones that 
hold nostalgia – I like adventure games, 
and both video games and board games. 
Fantasy books as well, are truly escapist 
and take you somewhere away from all 
your problems. 

Love yourself
This can be hard if  you are in a neg-
ative spiral, but try and find praise. 
If  you messed something up at work, 
but owned up, then hold on to the fact 
that you were honest and tried to find 
a resolution to the problem. In every 
cloud, there is a silver living – and you 
should try and hold on to that wherever 
you can. It can be very hard to get out 
of  this negative spiral, so focus on small 
tasks that will make a difference to your 
day. Can you make your bed? Put your 
dishes in the sink after you’ve eaten? 
Hoover one room? All of  these can be 
considered successes.
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“God didn’t create this earth so     you could speed through it.”
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1,226 miles

“God didn’t create this earth so     you could speed through it.”

by Beatrice Helman
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    Texas is huge. In Texas, you can drive for two hours and not see another car 
the entire time. You can pass by miles and miles of  railroad without seeing a train 
and through towns that appear like jewels on the horizon. You can pee on the side 
of  the road. Don’t try to send mail on the weekends. The post office is closed. If  
you want to see a movie in Alpine, Texas, there is one option and it is shown twice, 
once at 6:30PM and once at 9:30PM. Restaurants close and open according to 
who woke up that day, who got sick and who had better things to do. Everything is 
wide there. The burritos are wide, the roads are wide, and the land is wide. Huge 
expanses of  tumbleweed and prickly pear that stretch for hours. The Big Bend 
Yucca weeps silver and blue leaves, like daggers, from its head. They grow to be 
fifteen feet tall, and, if  the conditions are right, bloom lilies the color of  cream. 
When the sun starts to sink, around four thirty in the winter, thousands of  cacti 
are aflame in the amber light. The sun reaches for the horizon, grasping at it with 
delicate fingers, slipping away, dripping like honey. 
    It took a week to drive from Los Angeles, California to Austin, Texas. We 
stopped in Arizona and in New Mexico, and spent two nights sleeping in a trailer 
underneath the web of  stars. I was terrified of  the quiet. Twenty degrees in the 
desert is equivalent to five degrees in the city. The wind is wild, whipping and 
thrashing, with no mercy. There are no bodies to block it, no brick walls, no apart-
ment buildings. No office buildings. Instead, it rages on. 

***

    I had always been a more is more girl. Growingw up in Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, I wanted more; I ached for the hustle and bustle, the constant current, the 
tide pulling me downstream. Everywhere I looked, signs pointed to the big city as 
the place where things happened. It was where art was being made, where writers 
were writing about their feelings, their pains and losses. It was where sprouts grow 
into trees, dropping their seeds, starting the process all over again. My mother had 
gotten by as a twenty two year old in New York by selling headbands on the street, 
and eventually in a department store. I loved her tales of  her tiny apartment, of  
staying up all night hand gluing flowers and beads, of  buying supplies in bulk and 
having to drag it home on the subway. I was anxious to find out what my head-
band would be. 
    I moved to Manhattan when I was eighteen. When people asked me what I 
was inspired by, I would look at them like they were crazy. New York, I would say. 
There’s always something happening. There were art shows, book readings, book 
signings, parties I was an was not invited to, thousands of  strangers on the street. I 
was in the place where things were happening. I was, if  not at, then at least twenty 
blocks below, fashion week. But I was still there. If  someone asked me what I did 
for work, I said anything, everything. After years of  living in a city that shut down 
at ten o’clock, I was obsessed with the fact that New York stays awake. In New 
York, you can order dumplings at six thirty in the morning and get pastrami at 
midnight. For everyone who goes to sleep, there is someone who is staying up. It 
was the kind of  pressure I was looking for. There was a constant sense of  urgen-
cy. I started to wake up when the sun woke up, out of  the fear that if  I didn’t, I 
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would be wasting precious hours that 
could have been spent answering emails, 
taking photographs, checking out the 
latest coffee shop in my neighborhood. I 
felt that if  I left the city, the world would 
move on without me, that I would be 
left behind, sitting on the curb. I started 
to feel a deep root of  anxiety that dug 
its roots down, further and further into 
my gut. And for a long time, I thought it 
was supposed to be there. 
    I began dealing with that anxiety by 
writing to do lists. There was something 
comforting about seeing every single 
thing I had to do laid out there on the 
page, contained to a physical space. My 
to do lists were gorgeous, covered in 
illustrations and sparkly stickers. They 
were labelled with dates and notes to 
myself  that say things like, Actually Do 
Everything On This List. Doing things 
is fun! Bea, Do Not Ignore The Hard 
Things On This List. Please, Please 
Cross Things Off. I was very careful 
and wrote them in my best handwriting. 
They were pages long. Doing them was 
absolutely impossible. By the time that I 
was rewriting the list every two or three 
days, I was adding a hundred percent 
more than I was crossing off. I got into 
graduate school, and added a home-
work section to the list. 

***

    There’s something meditative about 
driving, or at least, being in the pas-
sengers seat, watching the world go by. 
I had never driven so far on purpose, 
or been without my email for so long. 
In New Mexico the gas stations soared 
with huge rafters and signs that reached 
hundreds of  feet high. In Arizona, the 
roads wound and wound through forests 
of  shrubs, down mountains and around 
rusty copper mines, a rainbow of  reds. 

Outside of  the city, the sky breathed like 
a giant organ, sending clouds soaring 
with one exhale. It was almost unbear-
ably clear. There were no tall buildings. 
No traffic, no people. It was hard to 
find a town with more than one general 
store open or a thousand people. When 
we parked and bought lunch, it was 
easy to walk down the street. There 
were no lines, and nobody fighting over 
who knew about this spot first. My 
brain started to fill out like a sponge, 
sopping up the air, the dirt, the silence. 
I didn’t realize that my shoulders had 
been creeping towards my ears, but I 
felt them down shift. At night, speeding 
down the highway, I liked the dark, soft 
like velvet. Falling asleep without the 
flashing of  streetlights and the glow 
of  a city, I fell asleep faster. I realized I 
liked not being able to order dumplings 
at two in the morning. I liked having 
to make the effort, to find my food and 
my way. I liked maps. The less I had 
the internet, the more I valued it. I 
started waking up earlier, not because 
I was afraid of  all the things I would 
miss if  I didn’t, but because I wanted 
to. I stretched and screamed into the 
open air. I started scribbling in my 
notebook, writing that the weeds looked 
like oatmeal and that I wanted to film 
everything, freeze it in my camera. I 
went through roll after roll of  thirty-five 
millimeter film, on a camera that had 
sat silently in my Brooklyn apartment 
for weeks. I was obsessed with the hori-
zon line. I piled ideas for stories on top 
of  each other, sketching out the gas sta-
tions we drove by, the ranches with their 
elaborately wrought gates, leading to 
roads that disappeared into the desert. I 
wanted to write. I wanted to draw. 
    All of  a sudden, without the pressure 
of  finding and figuring out what kind of  
a shape I would take in a city housing 
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millions, I started to expand. I felt fluid, 
sticking my head into the wind and feel-
ing my heart beat. Nobody cared about 
what I was doing. They were too busy 
doing what they were doing. I started 
crossing things off my to do list.  

     I could see for miles in the desert. 

I got back to New York and started 
going about my day slowly. I started to 
fill out the ideas that I had had during 
the six hour stretches on the road, with 
nothing but sand and brush in sight. I 
dreamt about talking cacti and instead 
of  waking up, slept long enough to hear 
their conversations. I stopped feeling 
badly about the fact that I had always 
been a house cat, more familiar with 
staying in at night than going out. I 
stopped wondering about what other 
people were doing. 
    I still like to keep my lists. I still like to 
write everything down, to see it all bare 
on the page. I still like to write them 
neatly and I still draw on them. I still 
write them down every week and look 
forward to it. I still like to cross things 
off, and I’m still bad at remembering to 
do half  of  the things that are one them. 
I still add more than I take off. 

But I really don’t mind.

Beatrice Helman is a second year 
fiction student and full time pho-
tographer. You can usually find 
her loading film or organizing her 
sticker collection. She is interested 
in the weirdest stories she can find. 
Follow her @beahelman.  
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outside
my

window

outside
my

window

written by 
Aliah Showkatian
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    It’s been such a long time now that 
I can barely remember, but I know I 
planted that tree when I was five years 
old. My tree. My parents told me the 
oak tree would grow tall and strong, 
just like I would one day. They told 
me it would watch over me when they 
were gone, and that it would be my best 
friend when I was lonely. My brother 
taunted me about being best friends 
with a tree, and said it wouldn’t survive 
the winter. I never believed him. That 
tree stood with me through droughts, 
and then the arrival of  floods; when I 
was all alone, and when my heart felt 
like it had been torn out from grief.
    As I grew, it was always there, 
watching over me. Soon, it’s incredibly 
massive branches spread out above our 
house, and put us in danger. The tree 
pruners said if  there was ever a strong 
wind or heavy snow, we would all be 
crushed like bugs in our beds. It broke 
my heart to see my tree suffer, but it had 
to be done. I watched as one by one, it’s 
smaller branches towards the left side 
were cut down in their prime, and later, 

the great big enormous branch that was 
endangering our lives.
    We watched each other grow up, 
through thick and thin. Whenever I 
became sick, my tree’s leaves appeared 
to wilt with sadness and felt my pain 
most acutely. It stood, always powerful 
and proud.
    I am old now, and I was old back 
then, when my tree began to suffer. The 
great branches suddenly didn’t seem to 
hold themselves up anymore. It ap-
peared the tree was rotting with sadness, 
but sadness for who or what, I will never 
know. That was the only time in my life 
I doubted the magnificent tree that had 
given me such happiness every morn-
ing as I looked out my window. With 
every leaf  that began to turn a sickly, 
pale, yellow color - I began to feel less. 
The average lifespan of  a red oak tree 
is usually around two-hundred years, 
whilst a human being’s is only around 
seventy. I was older than my tree by five 
years, and though it had always seemed 
obvious which one of  us would die 
first, it slowly became more and more 
difficult to tell.
    My own health began to crumble 
soon after my tree was taken ill, and I 
made matters worse by letting myself  go 
and not caring whether I lived or died. I 
was not dealing with any sort of  tragedy 
at the time, but I suspect that because 
of  the slow death of  my tree looming 
before me, I let myself  fall into a cold, 
dark, deep fog. I was falling; never seem-
ing to land somewhere.
    It was in late October when I took 
to my bed, knowing I would most likely 
never get up from it. The weather out-
doors became increasingly colder, but 
inside my home, I was warm and cozy. I 
able to look upon the frost that covered 
my window late at night with the knowl-
edge that my hand would never again 
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feel the bitter cold of  snow, and that this 
would be my last winter in the world.
   I had a several visitors in the begin-
ning, but never any regulars. My parents 
were dead, my friends had moved on 
with their lives, and my brother’s fate 
seemed to be very much like mine; 
another life, wasting away to nothing. 
There was only the daughter of  a neigh-
bor who had volunteered to be with me 
until the end.
    The only sorrier sight than me, was 
my poor oak which stood wilting outside 
my window like a flower stranded in 
a drought, only a fragment of  what it 
had once been. Its leaves should have 
turned a spectacular auburn hue upon 
the arrival of  autumn, but they instead 
became pale, like the light of  the moon, 
and then just wasted into nothingness 
altogether. There was one leaf, however, 
that simply refused to let go and have 
the wind blow it wherever it pleased.
   I promised myself  that my tree and I 
would perish together, and when that 
last leaf  let go, so would I. By then, it 
was early January, and I expected that 
I wouldn’t live through the winter. A 
part of  me wished life would be over, 
but another part was curious and even 
frightened of  what was to come. I tried 
to drown it out, suffocate it, murder it, 
but there was a part of  me that didn’t 
want to die. In our human nature there 
is a desire to live on, no matter the 
circumstances. It may be an incredible, 
fiery, burning, desire, or a small meek 
flame, but it is there. I convinced myself  
I wanted to die, I needed to let go, and 
my time would come soon. When that 
leaf  let go . . . so would I.
    Days passed, then weeks, then 
months. I lived. So did the leaf, even 
though my tree seemed to grow weaker 
by the second. Then, the miraculous 
day came when the sun shone and I was 

able to stand, though I had been so sure 
that my feet would never have to carry 
my weight again.
    The first thing I did was go to my 
window, to say farewell to my tree. I 
doubted I would be able to touch its 
bark for the last time. It was then I 
realized, that the leaf  that had pulled 
me through the bleak winter days for 
so many months, did not look as lifelike 
as it had from my bed. When I looked 
closer, things became clearer; not just 
the leaf, but the story behind it.
     Someone had painted it onto my 
window, to give me hope, to keep me 
alive. I quite recently found who painted 
a miracle onto my window, through a 
letter from someone I have not seen in 
years. My brother, who taunted me for 
years about being best friends with a 
tree, saved my life.
    I was right; I was never again able to 
hug the robust figure of  that oak just 
outside my window. Although it is long 
gone it will always remain my fondest 
memory . . . and it lives on through its 
last leaf, painted onto my window.
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Miss Artsy Crafty
interview with 

also known as
Nabeela Parkar
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Meet Nabeela Parkar, a high school 
student with a passion for writing, 
design, typography and art. She lives in 
sunny Cape Town, South Africa. When 
she’s not at school, she spends her days 
painting, blogging,  handlettering and 
creating digital social media content for 
small businesses. She’s also in the pro-
cess of  starting up her own small busi-
ness, selling greeting cards she’s been 
designing, inspired by botanicals. She’s 
a minimalist, lover of  nature, stationery, 
cute coffee shops, all pretty things, and 
a good beach day. Let’s get to know this 
awesome girl a little better! 

How did you get into creating, 
blogging and lettering?

I’ve been making things since I was a 
little kid. Anyone who knows me well 
enough will know that my hands could 
never be idle as a child. I was always 
drawing or painting or making some-
thing out of  paper and I think its safe 
to say that not much has changed.  I 
discovered blogs in early 2015. I was 
reading a few other blogs at the time 
and  loved what they were making, but 
I noticed that they were all so similar. 
When I started my own in April 2015,  
I knew I wanted to be different. And 
even though it was a bit same-same at 
the beginning, I pride myself  on having 
a well-curated site with content that 
feels true to myself. One thing I always 
keep in mind is that there are millions 
of  other blogs on the internet, and that 
mine needs to have a wow-factor in or-
der to keep my audience interested. Be 
fearlessly authentic, they say. I got into 

lettering about a year and a half  ago. I 
sort of  just stumbled upon it online and 
loved the look of  it. I started playing 
around with brushes and gradually, 
through practise, got better. In 2016, I 
did a project where I posted one quote 
a day that I had lettered myself, on my 
Instagram account (@missartsycrafty). 
This helped to improve drastically and 
it gave me loads of  cool opportunities to 
collaborate with awesome people.  

When did you feel like you found 
your style in art?

I believe that one’s style in art is con-
stantly changing and evolving, depend-
ing on what’s happening and influenc-
ing you at that stage in your life. I can’t 
really define my style, but friends often 
send me photos or tag me in things say-
ing “this looks like something you’d do!” 
I’d say my true style came out when I 
got a bit older and got over the idea that 
everything needs to be realistic-looking. 
Watercolours are my medium of  choice, 
and I like to use a pretty loose style, with 
not too many solid lines. I like to let the 
paint flow and blend, and I love the 
versatility of  the medium. 

What is an average day in the life 
like?

I’m still in high school, so I spend a lot 
of  my time during the week at school. 
In the mornings, I check my emails and 
flip through social media to start my 
day on an inspired note. I try and make 
time to have a relaxed breakfast before 
heading off to school and sometimes, 
I squeeze in some time to listen to a 
podcast. Other than my core subjects, 
my subjects are physical sciences, 
accounting and design. I especially 
enjoy accounting and design, because 
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You have to want to achieve what 
you’ve set out. If you don’t believe that 
you can achieve your goals, you won’t.
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I’m a passionate maker and a lover of  
all things business. After school, I play 
some form of  sport most days, and if  
not, I come home and work out. Being 
active makes me feel good. I then spend 
some time on school work and I tend to 
work on my blog and my other content 
work in the evenings. I’m a bit of  a 
night owl - I’m at my most creative late 
at night. I love to spend a bit of  time in 
the evenings painting before bed. I read 
a bit too, before sleep time if  I’m not 
too tired. 

What is a lesson you’ve learned 
that has been most prevalent or 
useful to you?

Good things take time. You won’t have 
thousands of  readers a day in your first 
month or even year of  blogging. Don’t 
be disheartened. Just keep doing your 
thing. It takes time to grow a strong, en-
gaged audience. I’ve learnt the lesson of  
patience once again whilst setting up my 
business. Things take time… More time 
than we’d like sometimes, but patience 
is key. You will need to overcome some 
hurdles, but that’s life. Hang in there 
and keep at it. 
 
How do you stay inspired? How do 
you get through creative blocks or 
lulls?

Social media provides lots of  inspi-
ration to me. I carefully curate who I 
follow on Instagram and try my best to 
change it up regularly so that it stays 
fun and inspiring. I also love reading 
blogs and good books as well as listening 
to podcasts, especially about creativity 
and small business.  It’s always a treat 
to order a good book online or to grab 
a dreamy décor mag. I keep a small 
collection of  magazines and books 

that I page through regularly. When it 
comes to creative blocks, the best advice 
I’ve been given and can give is to do 
something completely different. If  I’m 
working on a design commission and 
have no ideas, I close my laptop and do 
something else, like maybe some baking 
or a circuit workout or painting. It 
almost always helps.  
 
What’s your process of  setting 
goals and sticking with them?

Usually, when I set goals, they’re very 
specific. My method of  achieving 
my goals is to divide and conquer. I 
split them up into achievable chunks 
and constantly re-evaluate and make 
changes, always keeping the end goal in 
sight. I think that intrinsic motivation is 
extremely important. You have to want 
to achieve what you’ve set out. If  you 
don’t believe that you can achieve your 
goals, you won’t. 

 “A goal without a plan is just a dream.” 
– Anon

Where would you like to see your-
self  and your art in 5 years?

I have two and a half  years of  school 
left, so school and college will fill my 
next 5 years. My plan is to study a 
degree in Creative Brand Communi-
cations in college. I’d like to have my 
business well established and also set up 
my online shop over the next 5 years. 
I’m hoping to do more commission 
work too and dapple a bit in design and 
the industry.  

Find more of  Nabeela on missartsy-
crafty.com 
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My dear friend, I crave to know about 
your One Idea that sparks the glint of  
passion in your eyes. I want to hear 
about the thing that you desperately 
need every single living, breathing soul 
to understand. 

I am a firm believer that we each have 
the One Idea wedged somewhere in 
the woodworks of  our minds, the idea 
that we think the world truly needs. I’m 
sure of  it. But I’m also sure that some 
days, the One Idea is so deeply jammed 
into the crack that it feels impossible to 
wiggle the wedge free. 

Those days, we must treat the One Idea 
as a small seed. Dig a small hole and 
tuck in the seed, then blanket it with 

soil. Nurture it gently. Provide a trickle 
of  water every day and keep it perched 
on a sunny windowsill.

We’re going to beg for it to grow 
immediately. We’ll be eager to see a 
sudden sprout but we won’t because 
the seed will want to grow in its own 
sweet time. When all we see is dirt, the 
seed’s roots are beginning to grow out 
of  sight. Once it’s ready, the seed — our 
One Idea — will peek out of  the soil 
and bloom towards the sun in reckless 
abandon. 

I think our passion projects frequently 
begin as soul whispers. We see some-
thing in this shadowy world that needs 
to be loved on or gently bandaged up. 

By Kate Laing
@klaing_
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We crave to help but maybe our hands 
feel small and our One Idea seems 
wedged too far into the woodwork. And 
so we nurture it with bravery.

We can either let fear strangle us like a 
weed to the point that we can’t move, 
or we can cease to give fear a seat next 
to ours at the table. The day we realize 
that we have the option to close the 
door on fear, we’re gifted this unexplain-
able, fiery power. We rise. We rise from 
this world’s brokenness and our One 
Idea grows. 

A sweet friend once told me, “Kate, 
words are your bravery. Your words 
make other people embrace bravery. 
Share that with the world.” 

My One Idea is called Bravery Mission. 
It’s a blog of  collected stories, a digital 
journal awaiting somebody like you to 
document your brave moments and 
share the words anonymously. 

I dreamed up Bravery Mission to help 
my fellow lion-hearted humans realize 
that their bravery is found hiding in 
the shadowy corners and laced in the 
golden spaces. Though Bravery Mission 
is still rooting, I hope someday that it 
will become a web of  intricately woven 
stories that empower readers to realize 
that bravery has always been there. 

After all, bravery isn’t always about 
grand gestures or daring actions. It’s not 
the absence of  fear. 

It can be deep breathing and focusing 
on not allowing fear be a character 

in our stories any longer. It’s giving 
ourselves grace even when driving to the 
store to buy a half  gallon of  milk fills 
our hearts with anxiety, when crawling 
out of  bed is the most tedious obsta-
cle to face. I crave to celebrate those 
moments. 

My friend, write your Bravery Missions 
down. Document how it made your 
heart beat to finally make the phone 
call, or buy the plane ticket to a place 
halfway around the world. Tell me how 
it feels to give a voice to the voiceless. 

Tell me about your One Idea — how 
you’re nurturing it when nestled in the 
woodworks of  your brain, how you’re 
providing water and sunlight and wait-
ing for the roots to grow. Dear one, you 
are courageous when your One Idea is 
in the beginning stages and when it’s 
growing with reckless abandon. 

You are brave. You have your mission. 
This is a road we can walk together. 
When we see that others are empow-
ered to unearth their own Bravery 
Missions, our own is fueled with the 
necessary kindling it takes for a wildfire 
to finally set ablaze. 

Document your days. Perhaps your 
voice is the water that another human 
needs to wiggle the wedge from the 
woodworks of  their mind. Your story is 
one of  bravery. I’ll be reading. I see you, 
I hear you, and you are the Brave One. 

To submit your Bravery Mission and read 
others, please visit katelaing-kateworks.com/
bravery-mission.
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    T.S Elliot said in his poem “Little 
Gidding” that “For last year’s words 
belong to last year’s language and next 
year’s words await another voice. And to 
make an end is to make a beginning.” 
    He was right in that there isn’t always 
a bleak and gloom ridden end but 
many times an end leads to a radiant 
and bright beginning. Personally, I 
am in a period of  transition to a new 
beginning these days as I am going to 
graduate from my high school in August 
2017 and afterwards, will start with my 
college life. I have always been very 
excited for college and my admission 
into a good college is solely dependent 
on my good grades. Without scholar-
ship, I won’t be able to secure a place 
in a good college abroad. I am hopeful 
that the gloomy end which I had when 
my father parted his way from my mom 
and me is now going to end with the 
new beginning in my life in the new 
year approaching us with the start of  
my college life.  
    My good academic result is adequate 
enough to illuminate the face of  my 
mom with a radiant smile. My mom 

strived hard to enroll me in an elite 
school in town despite having no finan-
cial support from my dad. 
    We both have encountered count-
less tribulations but we persevered and 
endured everything with patience and 
never broke out of  our patience. We 
didn’t allow gloomy despondency to 
loom and lurk around us and we always 
warded it off. My mom has always 
been very patient and she has never 
been agitative. She did a lot of  savings 
to enroll me into an elite school where 
academic standards correspond with 
those of  European high schools. We 
often didn’t have much to eat in our 
house especially when my mom was 
fired from the garments factory after she 
demanded an increase in her salary and 
there were times when we only had one 
bun in house and we used to share it 
amongst us as a substitute for our break-
fast and lunch. Sometimes we didn’t 
have coffee for two cups and we used to 
have only one cup of  coffee. We warded 
off despondency and gloom from our 
lives by dining in roadside restaurants 
on highway known as Dhabas. Those 

By Sarmad Iqbal, a high school student and writer from Pakistan who has a penchant for reading, 
writing, learning languages, and studying cultures, religions and geo-political affairs.   

A New beginning for a 
high school student 
with different dreams
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restaurants were always affordable for us 
from their Daal (South Asian lentil soup) 
to Aloo Baingan (Potato and Eggplant 
curry). We also used to enjoy music 
after mom had a stressful working day, 
whether it was “Only the lonely” of  Roy 
Orbison or “Here’s that rainy day” of  
Frank Sinatra. All these circumstances 
have  influenced me in a very profound 
manner and prompted me to seek high-
er education from abroad because in 
abroad, especially in the US, my liberal 
art subjects have their significance in 
both academic terms and when it comes 
to seeking some good career opportuni-
ties. Whereas in Pakistan, there are not 
any good colleges for Liberal Arts and 
these subjects are being often neglected 
and ignored. I am being often discour-
aged in Pakistan because I am studying 

Liberal arts which are being seen as 
futile subjects which won’t land me into 
a good career opportunity for most of  
my fellow Pakistanis.
    My mom has done a lot for me and I 
think now it’s my turn to give her happi-
ness by getting good grades in my final 
exams and on the basis of  a good result, 
I will be able to secure my place in some 
good liberal art college in the US. I 
have always burgeoned an interest in 
liberal arts, especially in the subjects of  
international relations and economics, 
because I think these subjects allow us 
to delve deeper into societal issues and 
by comprehending essential elements of  
society, we can bring some good positive 
change and create awareness among 
masses about the social conditions they 
are living in. I am also a blogger on po-
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litical issues for a famous English news-
paper of  Pakistan The Nation and my 
blogs are a manifestation of  my aptitude 
towards political science. I also want to 
study humans and their emotions and 
social behavior. These days, I am wait-
ing for my SAT score and on that basis 
I would be able to apply to some good 
schools. I have always dreamt of  study-
ing in the US until the post-graduate 
level and my Masters in international 
relations from there. I can’t dissuade 
myself  from seeking knowledge or from 
my love for books by indulging myself  
in flippant and frivolous activities which 
most of  my school mates usually indulge 
in. I am often being seen by many of  
my school mates as a geek or a nerd but 
unfortunately they fail to understand 
that I have different goals which don’t 
necessarily converge with their aims in 
life (most of  them might just join their 
fathers in their business or factories 
in the future). I have different kind of  
expectations attached with me as I am 
someone from a lower middle-class 
background, enjoying the luxury of  
being enrolled in an elite school of  
Lahore. What is a luxury for me is a 
normal thing for my school mates. I 
am zealous to secure my place in elite 
upper class of  my society through good 
education and this good education will 
solve all the tribulations my mom and 
I have been through since the divorce 
of  my parents. With this New Year, a 
new beginning will commence for me 
and for my mom. As both of  us awaits 
consummation of  my academic goals in 
this new Year which will soon approach 
us. I want to show my dad that how 
the child he abandoned has been able 
to seek higher education in a dignified 
manner from the support of  an iron 
lady (my mom) who he abandoned 
along with me.
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comeback is a collection of  stories with 
the sole purpose of  helping anyone lost 
to find a path. comeback believes that 
no one is in the same place as another. 
comeback reaches through the vast re-
sources available to today’s generation 

and takes back the purest, realist advice 
to provide a beginning for self-discovery, 
motivation, and curiosity. A comeback 

is not a return to former glory; it’s going 
beyond what was thought possible. 

M i s s i o n
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